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ABSTRACT

In Colombia, the struggle over land rights often pits the cultural and economic interests of indigenous and marginalized peoples against the governments that are supposed to protect their rights under law. Rural Afro-Colombian women seeking to vindicate their land rights find themselves at the mercy of multiple vectors of discrimination: they are black; they are women; and they are rural farmers. Their land rights are under threat—from land occupations from below and State Development plans from above. An unholy mix of gender and racial discrimination compounds their struggle. Nevertheless, Afro-Colombian women are at the vanguard of land rights advocacy in Colombia. This article documents their struggle for vindication. Part I begins by situating Colombia in the broader, global movement for land rights, and then describes Colombia’s Afro-descendant population, their landholdings and the main threats to their land rights. Part II outlines the primary legal and political sources of land
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dispossession in Colombia, and concludes by proposing a path forward for Colombia to protect, promote and realize the rights of Afro-Colombian women to their territory.
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INTRODUCTION

“If our territory is polluted it’s a threat for us. A connection we have. Everything in areas that are contaminated dies. When that happens part of our life dies.”¹

In Colombia, as elsewhere, the struggle over land rights too often pits the cultural and economic interests of indigenous and marginalized peoples against the governments that are supposed to protect their rights under law. Rural Afro-Colombian women seeking to vindicate their land rights find themselves at the mercy of multiple vectors of discrimination: they are black; they are women; and they are rural farmers.² Their land rights are under threat—from land occupations from below and State Development plans from above. An unholy mix of gender and racial discrimination compounds their struggle.

Afro-Colombian problems related to land tenure are well-documented. Indeed, the 2018 Human Rights Council’s Periodic Review of Colombia highlighted many of the issues facing Afro-Colombians, especially Afro-Colombian women, who seek to vindicate their land rights. Countries including the United States,³ Australia,⁴ Bolivia,⁵ Togo,⁶ and Honduras⁷ raised concerns about attacks on human rights defenders, particularly Afro-Columbian and indigenous leaders. These countries welcomed Colombia’s legal gestures toward land restitution and gender equality, but raised concerns that


². The way that ethnic and racial inequalities are intertwined with gender inequalities to disadvantage women, indigenous and Afro-descendant people is well documented. See Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, The Social Inequality Matrix in Latin America 21-37, U.N. Doc. LC/G.2690(MDS.1/2) (November 2016) [hereinafter The Social Inequality Matrix].


⁴. Id. ¶ 22.

⁵. Id. ¶ 27.

⁶. Id. ¶ 113.

⁷. Id. ¶ 41.
implementation was lagging. The official conclusions of the Periodic Review included the recommendations that: Colombia should do more to protect rural, Afro-Colombian and indigenous human rights defenders, focus on the needs of indigenous and Afro-Colombian communities in the implementation of the 2016 Colombian peace agreement, protect their land rights, and redouble efforts to eliminate discrimination against these communities. This includes ensuring that “the design and implementation of development plans are consistent with popular and prior consultations and are in line with international standards.” Many of the recommendations noted the unique vulnerabilities of Afro-Colombian and indigenous women and the multiple, intersectional vectors of discrimination they face.

Nevertheless, Afro-Colombian women are at the vanguard of human rights advocacy in Colombia. This article documents their struggle to vindicate land rights. Part I begins by situating Colombia in the broader, global movement for land rights, and then describes Colombia’s Afro-descendant population, their landholdings and the main threats to their land rights. Part II outlines the primary legal and political sources of land dispossession in Colombia, and concludes by proposing a path forward for Colombia to protect, promote and realize the rights of Afro-Colombian women to their territory.

8. Id. ¶¶ 15, 27, 120.36, 120.53.
11. Id. ¶¶ 120.170-120.174
12. Id. ¶¶ 120.21, 120.22, 120.166-120.169.
13. Id. ¶¶ 120.26, 120.174.
14. Id. ¶¶ 120.106, 120.10. Colombia endorsed all of these recommendations. Id. ¶ 120.
15. For example, Afro-Colombian leader Francia Marquez was awarded the 2018 Goldman Environmental Prize in recognition for her work against illegal gold mining on Afro-descendant lands. Goldman Environmental Prize, Francia Marquez, https://www.goldmanprize.org/reipient/francia-marquez/ [https://perma.cc/8EKP-HKDU] [hereinafter Goldman Prize].
I. OVERVIEW OF LAND GRABBING

“If we don’t have territory we will disappear as community. Forced systematic displacement. For them it is a strategy.”

Around the world, claims about traditional land rights sit at the intersection of law and power. For more than a decade, public and private investors have been targeting what they characterize as “unexploited and underexploited” lands in developing countries for large-scale land acquisitions. Taking advantage of the legal grey areas between traditional land rights and formal property systems, these investors have obtained rights to large swaths of land and to associated resources like water, minerals or forests. The rights to manage and use land and associated resources are becoming increasingly consolidated in the hands of a few, often foreign, actors.

The term “land grabbing” entered the popular vernacular through the advocacy efforts of La Via Campesina, an international
peasant organization. La Via Campesina successfully persuaded the UN Human Rights Council to commission an investigation of the needs of peasants as part of the 2010 Resolution on the Right to Food. The resulting Advisory Committee study emphasized the centrality of rural land rights to the broader realization of human rights. Indeed, the Advisory Committee identified “expropriation of land, forced evictions and displacement” as “the main cause of discrimination against peasants and other people working in rural areas.” The Advisory Committee found that gender discrimination against women farmers further compounded this situation, leaving women in rural areas among the world’s most food insecure. These findings culminated in the recently adopted Declaration on the Rights of Peasants, which sought to make these powerful discriminatory forces behind land grabbing “legible.”

In 2011, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (“FAO”) identified Colombia as a country with high levels of land grabbing. Colombia’s national development plan identified export agriculture, a primary driver of land grabbing, as “one of the engines of development.” La Via Campesina echoed these concerns, asserting that the Colombian government is not adequately taking the

---

23. Id. ¶ 23.
24. Id.
27. For a description of how variables become simplified and abstracted, and therefore “legible” to the state, see JAMES C. SCOTT, SEEING LIKE A STATE: HOW CERTAIN SCHEMES TO IMPROVE THE HUMAN CONDITION HAVE FAILED 25-39 (1998).
needs of Afro-Colombian communities, as well as indigenous and peasant groups, into account in making development decisions.\textsuperscript{30}

Activists have repeatedly sounded warning bells that land grabbing is associated with violence, and that it disproportionately impacts Afro-Colombian and indigenous groups.\textsuperscript{31} The Colombian Constitutional Court agreed, recognizing the link between forced displacements and other forms of violence against Afro-Colombian and indigenous groups, and emphasized that a wide array of economic actors have used strategies of violence to displace Afro-Colombian communities.\textsuperscript{32} The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights issued protective measures for Afro-Colombian communities and their leaders because of threats and harassments associated with land grabbing.\textsuperscript{33}

Afro-Colombian communities have suffered land grabbing due to illegal mining, illicit drug cultivation,\textsuperscript{34} and government-approved

\begin{itemize}
\item[32.] Constitutional Court [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], Auto 004/09, Jan. 26, 2009, at 1, 2, 3, https://www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/autos/2009/a004-09.htm [https://perma.cc/JN2M-PNWN] (characterizing the violence and displacement as “una emergencia tan grave como invisible” (“an emergency as serious as it is invisible”)). Unfortunately, this assessment of land grabbing did not include a gender lens. Given the outsize role that women play in agriculture, as well as the pervasiveness of gendered inequalities, such an approach is highly problematic.
\item[33.] Precautionary Measure No. 140/14, Afro-descendant Communities and Leaders in Jiguamiandó, Curvaradó, Pedeguita and Mancilla, Colombia (Extension), Inter-Am. Comm’n. H.R. (Feb. 7, 2018) (finding that the rights to life and personal integrity of inhabitants of the communities of Curavaraó, Jiguamiandó, and Pedeguita and Mancilla, as well as their identified leaders were at serious risk.). Precautionary measures are issued under Article 25 of the IACHR Rules of Procedure which provide that in serious or urgent situations the Commission may request that a State adopt precautionary measures to prevent “irreparable harm to persons or to the subject matter of a proceeding related to a pending petition or case.” Precautionary measures may be of a collective nature, protecting persons or groups of persons.
\item[34.] Parker Asmann, Colombia Cocaine Production Breaks New Record Levels: UNODC Report, INSIGHT CRIME (Sept. 19, 2018).
\end{itemize}
mega-projects, including agri-business and infrastructure. All of these drivers of displacement have exacerbated the already difficult situation created by Colombia’s civil war, which disproportionately displaced Afro-Colombian landholders. Indeed, Afro-Colombians account for 17 percent of the total number of displaced persons, roughly one and a half times their population share. Afro-descendant women have been particularly impacted, with sexual and gender-based violence used as a tool of displacement, and displacement, in turn, compounding their vulnerability to further sexual and gender-based violence.

35. See, e.g., Mark James Maughan, Land Grab and Oil Palm in Colombia at 7, paper presented at International Conference on Global Land Grabbing, April 6-8, 2011 (quoting a PCN activist alleging that palm oil associations are undermining Afro-Colombian land sovereignty).


37. For the latter half of the twentieth century, Colombia was immersed in a civil war between the government, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC), and various right-wing paramilitary groups. Tens of thousands died, and many more were displaced. Afro-descendant and indigenous groups bore the brunt of the conflict, which was fought largely in their territories. In 2016, the parties signed a peace agreement and began the long process of demilitarization.


41. For an exploration of the connection between displacement and gender-based violence around the world, see Elizabeth Daley and Sabine Pallas, Women and Land Deals in Africa and Asia: Weighing the Implications and Changing the Game, 20 FEMINIST ECON. 178, 179-201 (2014).
A. Colombia’s Afro-descendant Population

“Everything we do must have a well-placed language based on our identity as a black community.”42

Colombia has the one of the largest Afro-descendant populations in Latin America. The official government estimates are that Afro-Colombians make up 10.6 percent of Colombia’s total population, with 3.4% of the population identifying as indigenous, and the overwhelming majority, 85%, selecting “no relevant ethnicity” (meaning either white or mestizo).43 These official state figures are much lower than the UN’s estimate that roughly 25% of the population is Afro-descendant,44 and contradict earlier Colombia National Department of Planning estimates that between 19% and 26% of the population were Afro-descendants.45

Colombia’s Afro-Colombian population is highly concentrated and geographically segregated. For example, even though official government statistics count Afro-Colombians as one-tenth of the overall population,46 parts of the Pacific coast have Afro-Colombian populations as high as 90%, and 60% on the Atlantic coast. The department of Chocó is the most Afro-descendant area (85%), followed by Magdalena (72%), Bolivar (66%) and Sucre (65%).47 Similarly, southern Valle, northern Cauca, and Uraba have 65% Afro-Colombian populations.48

In terms of national policymaking, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights characterized Afro-Colombians as

42. PCN Personal Communication, supra note 1.
45. See Testimony of Luis Gilberto Murillo-Urrutia, supra note 43.
46. This figure is disputed by Afro-Colombian groups who claim the figure is much closer to 25 percent.
47. 2005 National Census, supra note 43.
48. Id.
invisibilized. National statistics are often not disaggregated by race. The lack of disaggregated data obscures the inequality that Afro-Colombian communities face, and hides the structural discrimination they experience. Indeed, the World Bank identifies disaggregating data along racial and ethnic lines as key to appreciating how structural discrimination has impacted Afro-descendant communities. The Colombian Government itself acknowledged the serious gaps in its data collection with regard to Afro-Colombian populations. Colombia began to bridge this gap by including a question in the 2005 census asking “Because of your culture, your people or your physical features, . . . you are or you consider yourself

49. IACHR, TRUTH, JUSTICE AND REPARATION—REPORT ON THE SITUATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN COLOMBIA, OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc.49/13 ¶ 615 (2013) [hereinafter TRUTH, JUSTICE AND REPARATION]. Indeed, the Commission dedicated an entire section to the importance of disaggregated statistical data in order to allow the State to “see” discrimination and inequality vis-à-vis Colombia’s Afro-descendant population. Id. ¶¶ 631-635. Without a way of isolating Afro-descendant populations in national data about economics, education and especially displacement, it is very difficult to reveal the inequalities that Afro-Colombians face. Id. ¶ 633.


51. TRUTH, JUSTICE AND REPARATION, supra note 49, ¶ 633.


as . . . ” with options including indigenous or Afro-Colombian.54 There was no option to select white or mestizo, and, as a result, the majority of the population is classified by default as “not belonging to the pertinent ethnic groups.”55

This lack of visibility matters56 because Colombia has a history of persistent, entrenched racial discrimination.57 Slavery was abolished in Colombia in 1851, but the Colombian government continued to pursue an official strategy of blanqueamiento, or whitening of society, well into the twentieth century.58 As a result, the IACHR has repeatedly described an ongoing “pattern of racial discrimination and systematic historical exclusion” of Afro-Colombians.59 Negative and offensive stereotypes in television and media are all too common.60 Indeed, the Economic Commission for


55. 2005 National Census, supra note 43, at 37. The significance of the mestizo identity for Colombian nation-building is explained by Maria Viveros Vigoya, Social Mobility, Whiteness, and Whitening in Colombia, 20 J. LATIN AM. & CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY 495 (2015) (explaining how an ideology of racial hierarchy was disguised as an inclusive social order.).

56. PCN has been active in combating this invisibilization. See, e.g., PCN, Defeating Invisibility: A Challenge for Afro-descendant Women in Colombia (2013), http://www.afrocolombians.org/pdfs/Defeating%20Invisibility.pdf [https://perma.cc/83CG-SD87] (describing efforts).


58. Margerita Chavez & Marta Zambrano, From Blanqueamiento to Reindigenizacion: Paradoxes of Mestizaje and Multiculturalism in Contemporary Colombia, 80 EUR. REV. OF LATIN AM. AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES 5, 6-8 (2006); Viveros Vigoya, supra note 55, at 498-99.


60. In 2015, for example, Colombian TV show Sabados Felices had a blackface character. Colombian TV Network Puts an End to Blackface Soldier Character, LATINOREBELS.COM (Oct. 30, 2015), https://www.latinorebels.com/2015/10/30/colombian-tv-network-puts-an-end-to-blackface-soldier-character/ [https://perma.cc/2F9W-RM47]. Afro-Colombian women complain that they are routinely
Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) has repeatedly cautioned against the profound inequalities affecting indigenous peoples and Afro-descendants in the region and has adopted equality as a strategic development goal.61

Inequality at both the household level and the regional level is extremely high in Colombia.62 Like its neighbors across Latin America, Colombia’s Afro-descendant and indigenous people are generally subsisting at the lowest economic levels—and are much more likely to be poor or extremely poor.63 Forty-one percent of Afro-descendant families in Colombia live in poverty, in contrast to 27 percent of non-Afro-descendant families.64 For perspective, the overall national poverty rate in Colombia is under 30 percent.65 Chocó, which is overwhelmingly Afro-descendant,66 is the poorest department in


63. The Social Inequality Matrix, supra note 2, at 27-29. Although the specific data included in this analysis does not include Colombia, the results are remarkably consistent across all the countries considered and are likely to hold true for Colombia as well. The 2015 Colombia Demographics and Health Survey found that 80% of indigenous people and 55% of Afro-Colombians are in the bottom two wealth quintiles. Resumen Ejecutivo Encuesta Nacional de Demografía y Salud 13 (2015), https://dhsprogram.com/pubs/pdf/SR239/SR239.pdf [https://perma.cc/X3MF-C4L9] (in Spanish). WORLD BANK, supra note 52, at 16 (noting in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, Peru and Uruguay combined, Afro-descendants represent 38% of the population, but half of those living in extreme poverty.).

64. WORLD BANK, supra note 52, at 21-22 (using a definition of US$5.5 a day).

65. OECD, ECONOMIC SURVEY: COLUMBIA, supra note 62, at 5.

66. 2005 National Census, supra note 43, at 39. Indeed, in the late 1980s, United States writers suggested that throughout much of Colombia, the word Chocoano, meaning resident of Chocó, was virtually synonymous with the word
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Colombia. The prosperity gap between Chocó and the Capitol District of Bogotá (Colombia’s wealthiest area) is actually a prosperity chasm—the two regions are separated by nearly a five-fold difference in per capita GDP. Indeed in Bogota, roughly 10 percent of the population is impoverished, while in Chocó, that figure is well over 70 percent. Unlike Chocó, Bogota is predominantly white/mestizo, with only a small Afro-Colombian population. Of the five wealthiest departments (Bogotá, Cundinamarca, Meta, Valle del Cauca and Santander), all are overwhelmingly white/mestizo.

II. FORCES OF DISPOSSESSION

For decades, the human rights situation in Colombia around land tenure was “difficult and serious,” notable for the “massive and continuous violations of the most fundamental of human rights.” The internal armed conflict and the illegal drug-trafficking industry, as well as socio-economic violence rooted in social injustice and land disputes caused massive displacements in rural areas. Afro-Colombians, along with indigenous people, were disproportionately impacted. The Colombian Constitutional Court ruled in 2004 that forced displacements were unconstitutional, and that such black. See COLOMBIA: A COUNTRY STUDY, Race and Ethnicity (Dennis M. Hanratty and Sandra W. Meditz, eds., 1988).

67. The Social Inequality Matrix, supra note 2, at 60, Box IV.1.
68. Id. at 60, Box IV.1.
69. Id. at 64, Fig. IV.1.
71. The Social Inequality Matrix, supra note 2, at 63.
74. Id.
76. Hisham Aidi, Afro-Colombians Face a Surge in Racial Violence, AL JAZEERA (July 18, 2015) (reporting that 2 million Afro-Colombians were displaced by the civil war. For perspective, that is roughly half of the entire Afro-Colombian population of 4.4 million.).
displacements disproportionately impacted Afro-Colombian communities. The Colombian Ministry of the Interior recognized that Afro-Colombian land rights have been negatively impacted by armed conflict, growth of illicit markets such as drug trafficking, mining, and the expansion of megaprojects.

Colombia's decades long civil war was fought predominantly in indigenous and Afro-Colombian territories. The violence itself caused gross human rights violations—thousands of Afro-Colombian women, men and children lost their lives, even more lost their land, their health, their families, and their way of life. Indeed, the IACHR flagged the Pacific Coast, Chocó and Uraba regions as areas where “political violence coincide[d] with violence associated with land ownership.”

The voluminous 2016 Peace Accord was expected to lead to a reduction in the violence; however, the number of murders of human rights defenders has actually increased since the agreement was signed. Rather than reaping the benefits of peace, Afro-Colombian communities are instead being re-victimized by ongoing state and private conduct that violates their human rights to their traditional lands and culture. Colombia is the second-most deadly place on the planet for land and environmental defenders.

Moreover, displacements still fall more disproportionately on Afro-Colombian and indigenous people, with women making up more

---

78. Id.
80. See IACHR Third Report, supra note 73, at 158. Indeed, Afro-Colombian leader and peace activist Marino Cordobal described it as “[t]he war is taking place in our territory and against our people.” Aidi, supra note 76.
81. IACHR Third Report, supra note 73, at 87.
82. The Peace Accords included an Ethnic Chapter and a Women’s Chapter. However, the government has failed to implement multiple provisions of the Ethnic Chapter.
83. Front Line Defenders, Annual Report of Human Rights Defenders At Risk in 2017 at 12–13 (2017), https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/sites/default/files/annual_report_digital.pdf [https://perma.cc/6NW6-DWXT]. Most of the defenders killed were local leaders engaged in social or communal work in their territories and died at the hands of paramilitary or “unidentified” armed actors. In this, Colombia was part of a larger trend. Indeed, across the globe 2017 was the deadliest year on record for women environmental human right defenders, with 200 killed.
84. Global Witness, Enemies of the State? at 8 (July 2019).
than half of the displaced.86 The displacement that Afro-Colombian communities experience is flatly illegal under Colombian law. Interpreting Article 7 of the Colombian Constitution, Law 70 recognizes the Afro-Colombian population as an ethnic group.87 Article 13 guarantees equality before the law and specifies that all are entitled to equal protection and treatment by the authorities.88 Article 330 recognizes the prior consultation in the use of natural resources in Indigenous territories. Under the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention 169, which Colombia ratified in 1991, Afro-Colombians are also entitled to this right.89 Indeed, the Colombian government acknowledges that “ethnic communities had been granted the right of prior consultation.”90

Transitional Article 55 guarantees Afro-Colombians the right to collective ownership of their traditional territories. Act No. 70 of 1993 titled In Recognition of the Right of Black Colombians to Collectively Own and Occupy their Ancestral Lands91 fleshes out the


88. This provision prohibits, inter alia, discrimination based on race, national or family origin, language or religion. It also expressly stipulates that the State “shall promote the conditions necessary in order that equality may be real and effective and shall adopt measures in favor of groups which are discriminated against or marginalized.”


90. Periodic Review, supra note 3, ¶ 84. To that end, Colombia claims that its national policies are “in line with the Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect, Remedy’ framework.” Id. ¶ 90.

91. An English translation of Act 70 is available online. It is the work of Norma and Peter Jackson of Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina,
details of what the constitutional guarantees mean. It recognizes and guarantees the rights of Afro-Colombian communities to collective ownership of the land,92 to preserve their cultural identity, and to participate fully in decisions about development within their territory.93 Specifically, Article 47 guarantees Afro-Colombian communities “the right to develop economically and socially, according to their autonomous and cultural elements.”94 Article 49 provides that development plans and programs should be carried out with the participation of community representatives95 and “should reflect the aspirations of the Black Communities in areas of development.”96 Article 57 committed the Colombian government to create a commission to formulate a development plan for the Black Communities and guaranteed that national development plans would promote sustainable development of those communities in accordance with their own vision.97

Unfortunately, twenty-five years later, the promises contained in Act 70 remain elusive.98 Even when Afro-Colombian communities have obtained collective land titles, their land tenure is threatened by forced displacements, targeted killings, and mass violence.99 Afro-
Colombian land rights defenders face harassment, arrest, and assassination. These ever-present threats of violence undercut their rights.

Three main drivers of dispossession are: illegal drug cultivation, illegal mining, and mega-projects sited in traditional Afro-Colombian territories without their consent and often without legally-mandated consultation. The sub-sections that follow will give a brief overview of how these phenomena bring violence and pollution to Afro-Colombian territories and, in the process, institutionalize inequality.

A. Displacement Due to Drug Cultivation

“In Tumaco, we have problems with laboratories that make cocaine. They cut the forest for cultivation. Plants and animals are eliminated. And, the chemicals for production of cocaine contaminate. This is the reason for more armed conflict in the area. It is a by-product of cocaine.”

Colombia is the world’s largest cocaine producer, and right now production is at a record high. Illegal coca cultivation disproportionately impacts Afro-descendant and indigenous lands. Land grabbing is both a consequence of, and a motivation for drug-related violence. As the IACHR noted, “[b]ecause the norms and

(Jan. 11, 2019), http://www.indepaz.org.co/566-lideres-sociales-y-defensores-de-derechos-humanos-han-sido-asesinados-desde-el-1-de-enero-de-2016-al-10-de-enero-de-2019/ [https://perma.cc/2887-JQNL] (indicating that a disproportionate number of the assassinations took place in Cauca, Chocó and Nariño—heavily Afro-descendant and indigenous areas).


101. PCN Personal Communication, supra note 1.


103. UNODC, Monitoring Report, supra note 102, at 22-23 (noting that 47% coca cultivation occurs in Afro-descendant, indigenous and national park lands).

104. Grajales, supra note 97, at 211 & n.1.
mechanisms of law do not apply to these activities, the disputes which
inevitably arise are also resolved illegally, usually with violence.”105
Similarly, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)
emphasized the direct connection between coca production and social
violence.106 There is a well-documented relationship between drug
trafficking, violence, forced displacement, and land grabbing.107

The experience of PCN member Sara Quiñonez illustrates the
very real dangers that Afro-Colombian women face in advocating for
their land rights in areas with drug trafficking.108 Quiñonez was on the
government board of her Afro-descendant community in Tumaco. Her
advocacy for the land rights of her community in the face of illegal coca
cultivation put her in jeopardy. She faced threats, harassment, and
intimidation based on her defense of her territory, and her support for
voluntary substitution of illicit crops under the Peace Agreement.
Following the killing of two community leaders, she was forced to leave
her communities. In March 2018, the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights adopted precautionary measures to protect Quiñonez
and the other members of her Community Council.109 Rather than
protect her, the Colombian government instead criminalized her,
jailing her for over a year on the false charge that she was connected
with a guerrilla group.110 Unfortunately, Quiñonez’s situation is not an
isolated example of the government using this kind of accusation to
delegitimize Afro-Colombian community struggles for cultural
autonomy and land rights. Criminalizing, smearing, and threatening
social leaders has long been a response to social protest in Colombia.111

Drug trafficking not only brings violence to Afro-Colombian
territory, it also brings environmental devastation. PCN members

105. IACHR Third Report, supra note 73, at 16.
106. UNODC, supra note 102, at 93, Map 9.
107. IACHR Third Report, supra note 73, at 9.
108. The details about Quiñonez’s situation in this paragraph come from
PCN Personal Communication, supra note 1, as well as from Kirby, supra note 100.
109. Precautionary Measure No. 400/15, Members of the Governing Board of
the Alto Mira y Frontera Community Council, Colombia, Inter-Am. Comm’n. H.R.
(Mar. 11, 2018).
110. To get out of jail and be reunited with her young child, Quiñonez
eventually pled guilty to one charge. Personal Communication from J.M. Kirby. Her
case offers a chilling message to other community leaders—the drug traffickers will
target you, and the government will make it worse.
111. See Colombian Organizations Condemn Arbitrary Arrest of Peasant
Leaders, PEOPLE’S DISPATCH (July 17, 2019); Lilany Obando, Criminalization of
Social Movements and the Political Opposition in Colombia, COUNTERPUNCH (Apr.
15, 2014).
emphasized the connection between the violence, the drug trade, and environmental degradation. Their lived experience puts a human face on similar observations by the UN Office of Drugs and Crime.\footnote{112. UNDP, Perspectives on the Development Dimensions of Drug Control Policy (March 2015) https://www.unodc.org/documents/ungass2016/Contributions/UN/UNDP/UNDP_paper_for_CND_March_2015.pdf.}

One of the biggest complaints that Afro-Colombian communities have about the government’s response to drug trafficking has to do with the use of aerial spraying as a drug interdiction tactic. In the late 1990s, the Colombian government adopted aerial glyphosate spraying as a primary tactic to combat drug trafficking.\footnote{113. Adam Isacson, Restarting Aerial Fumigation of Drug Crops in Colombia is a Mistake, WOLA (Mar. 7, 2019).} The United States heavily supported this choice by the Colombian government.\footnote{114. Id.} Almost as soon as spraying began, Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities raised legal challenges based on the serious and indiscriminate harms associated with the tactic. Aerial spraying not only destroyed illicit drug crops, but also killed all the legal crops these communities grew, dramatically harming these largely subsistence-based communities. Moreover, exposure to the glyphosate used in the aerial spraying causes dermatological, respiratory and other health problems among those who live in sprayed areas.

For this reason, the Colombian Constitutional Court ordered that fumigation not occur without prior consultation with affected communities.\footnote{115. Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], SU-383, May 13, 2003, https://www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/2003/su383-03.htm [https://perma.cc/KS8Z-HDJG] (case brought by indigenous groups).} Despite issuing a clear and unambiguous order, the Colombian Constitutional Court has acknowledged that the illegal fumigations did not stop.\footnote{116. Corte Constitucional, 2009, \textit{supra} note 32, at 2.3.3. (case brought by indigenous groups, but court also addressed the plight of Afro-descendant people.).} In 2017, the Constitutional Court again issued an order about aerial spraying, this time declaring that Afro-Colombian communities in Chocó had the right to prior consultation before crop spraying programs could be carried out in their territories, and ordering the government to cease spraying unless it produced objective and clear evidence that glyphosate, the main ingredient, does not harm health.\footnote{117. Judgment T-236/17 (citing ILO Convention 169 and the precautionary principle as the basis for this right of prior consultation.) Former President Juan Manuel Santos had already suspended aerial spraying because of concerns that the primary agent, glyphosate, was a human carcinogen.}
Chapter 4 of the 2016 Peace Agreement was an agreement titled *Solución al Problema de las Drogas Ilícitas* (Solution to the Illicit Drugs Problem). This chapter created the *Programa Nacional Integral de Sustitución de Cultivos de Uso Ilícito* (the National Comprehensive Programme for the Substitution of Crops Used for Illicit Purposes). This plan called for an equity-based approach to eliminating coca cultivation as part of a comprehensive rural reform program that emphasized voluntary crop substitution and poverty alleviation. This plan highlighted the need to pay special attention to the needs of Afro-descendant communities, and particularly to the needs of women in these communities.

However, under intense pressure from the United States to reduce coca cultivation, Colombia announced that it would resume spraying. Colombia’s current President, Iván Duque ran on a platform that included a pledge to resume spraying. His administration recently shifted Colombia’s official drug interdiction policy from an emphasis on crop-substitution programs to forced eradication, including the resumption of aerial spraying. Arguing that the increase in cocaine production was tied directly to the lack of aerial spraying, Duque spoke before the Constitutional Court in early 2019, as part of a petition to “modulate the court’s decision restricting aerial spraying. The Constitutional court unanimously upheld the restrictions, but created a loophole to allow resumed spraying if the government demonstrated that there would be no health hazard, and
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obtained the support of affected rural communities. The Colombian Government quickly announced its intention to resume aerial spraying, specifically targeting the Afro-Colombian areas of Nariño and Tumaco. However, unless and until the government meets the conditions imposed by the Constitutional Court, any resumption would be illegal.

Regardless of the legal wrangling, multiple PCN members report that aerial sprayings continue in their territories without warning. As a result of these sprayings, Afro-Colombian communities suffer serious negative consequences like skin diseases, breathing difficulties, destroyed crops, and contaminated water. Well over a decade after the Constitutional Court first weighed in on the question of aerial spraying, PCN members were still complaining that the government was not living up to its consultation obligations, and that, without notice, they were subject to aerial sprayings.

B. Displacement Due to Illegal Mining

"Any mining done without prior consultation and approval from the community is illegal mining."

Afro-Colombian men and women have practiced artisanal mining in Cauca for generations, digging by hand with pickaxes in small-scale mines and panning for gold. This cultural practice is...
threatened by illegal mining. Afro-Colombian advocates are clear that there are two kinds of illegal mining going on in their territory: wholly-unpermitted mining (that is commonly referred to as “illegal mining”), and licensed mining based on government permits that were issued in violation of Afro-Colombian rights. This latter kind of mining is often misnamed ‘legal mining’. However, these permits are typically issued without prior informed consent from the relevant Afro-Colombian communities, and often without adequate consultation. As such, this licensed mining should also be flatly illegal under both Colombian and international law.

Both kinds of illegal mining are closely tied to violent displacement of Afro-Colombians from their traditional lands. Even though Afro-Colombian communities hold only three percent of the land, UNODC documented that 42 percent of illegal mining occurs on Afro-Colombia lands. The departments of Antioquia and Chocó are particularly affected. Access to gold is a motivation for violence and displacement in these areas. In a single two-week period in 2019, for example, two massacres in the Antioquia department were attributed to a gold mining environment in which “informal miners, illegal armed groups, and multinational miner Gran Colombia Gold are all trying to make money.” Displacement, in turn, fuels access. Following massive Afro-Colombian community displacements in 2008 and 2010, for instance, applications for mining permits in Cauca soared. Marquez Elliana Antonio Rosero, a Legal Advisor to the Observatory on Racial Discrimination, explicitly connected illegal mining to the discrimination that Afro-Colombians have faced since the slavery era, describing the struggles to vindicate Afro-Colombian
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rights as “a process of resistance for freedom, for culture, for life, for territory.”

The connection between illegal mining, violence and human rights violations in Colombia has been well-documented. For more than two decades, outside observers have decried the Colombian government’s failure to consult with Afro-Colombian populations before making development decisions in their territory. The UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation for Human Rights encouraged Colombia to ensure that Afro-Colombian communities have the right of free prior informed consent. The UN High Commissioner explicitly noted the connection between violence, corruption, and illegal mining in Afro-Caribbean areas. Similarly, the UN Working Group of Experts of People of African Descent expressed alarm over the violence that Afro-Colombians face in opposing mining in their territory, and the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination emphasized the need for consultation before allowing mining in Afro-Colombian and indigenous territories.

Aside from the violence it brings, illegal mining also devastates the environment. Among the most significant effects are deforestation and contamination of water sources. Indeed, locals report that mercury and cyanide from illegal gold mines are “contaminating everything, and our children have symptoms of mercury poisoning.” Moreover, illegal mining practices are destabilizing the soil, increasing erosion along the river.
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By contrast, traditional Afro-Colombian mining practices are relatively environmentally benign, rely on human effort rather than toxic chemicals, and are small-scale to avoid wide-spread ecological destruction. The gold from these artisanal operations supplemented family income, which is particularly important for subsistence farmers for whom the mined gold might be their only source of currency. More importantly, artisanal mining is a cultural practice as much as an economic one—it brings Afro-Colombian people together on a regular basis, knitting together the strands of community life.\footnote{146}{Id. See also Suárez Gold, supra note 132 (quoting La Toma Community Council members Alcides Márquez Lisifrey Ararat and Francia Márquez describing the cultural importance of mining).}

Goldman Prize winner Francia Márquez, along with the Community Council of La Toma, led a successful campaign against illegal mining—both totally unpermitted illegal mining, and government-sanctioned illegal mining—in their part of Cauca. Márquez and her community brought a \textit{tutela},\footnote{147}{Under Article 86 of the Colombian constitution, anyone can file a \textit{tutela}, a writ demanding protection of a fundamental right jeopardized by the action or inaction of a government official. Patrick Delaney, \textit{Legislating for Equality in Colombia: Constitutional Jurisprudence, Tutelas, and Social Reform}, 1 EQual Rights REV. 50 (2008). For a fascinating glimpse of the \textit{tutela} process in action, see Margaret Hagan, \textit{A Journey Through Colombia’s Constitutional Court’s Tutela Design Challenge}, MEDIUM (May 7, 2019), https://medium.com/legal-design-and-innovation/a-journey-through-colombias-constitutional-court-s-tutela-design-challenge-c3f4d20d73bd [https://perma.cc/ZS4Z-9WS2].} arguing that the government had illegally permitted mining in Afro-Colombian territory without their free, prior informed consent. The Constitutional Court ruled in their favor, recognizing the government had failed to protect Afro-Colombian land rights, and finding that prior consultations were a mandatory and indispensable requirement prior to issuing mining permits in Afro-Colombian territories.\footnote{148}{Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], Judgment T-104A/10 at 6.3.1, 6.7, (2010), https://perma.cc/6768-K7NU [https://perma.cc/6768-K7NU] (citing C.C. Auto 005 at 4) (2009); See also, C.C., Judgment T-769, Oct. 29, 2009, corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/2009/t-769-09.htm [https://perma.cc/2R4A-82DX] (finding that the state has a duty to obtain free, prior informed consent before approving large-scale development or investment plans with impact in Afro-Colombian or indigenous territories.).} The Constitutional Court identified mining development as a cause of forced displacement disproportionately impacting Afro-Colombian communities.\footnote{149}{Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], Auto 005 at 32–35, Jan. 26, 2009, https://www.corteconstitucional.gov.co/relatoria/autos/2009/a005-09.htm [https://perma.cc/P575-VWN6].} When mining continued illegally, Márquez led 80
women on a 10-day march from Cauca to Bogota to raise awareness about unpermitted illegal mining in Cauca.\textsuperscript{150} After 24 days of protest, the Colombian government agreed to take action to end illegal mining.\textsuperscript{151} Throughout her advocacy campaign, Márquez and her fellow leaders faced threats of violence, and the murder of fellow activists.\textsuperscript{152}

In 2016, the Constitutional Court recognized an obligation to consult citizens with regard to mining projects, and allowed subnational entities to use Article 105 popular consultations to weigh in on development planning.\textsuperscript{153} Popular consultations rapidly became an activist tool, and were successfully used to suspend mining operations in nine cases.\textsuperscript{154} Participants were clear that their vote against mining was “a vote for life . . . We want to preserve this territory for future
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generations.” This phrasing echoes the oft-repeated Afro-Colombian principle that “territory and life are the same thing.”

Multinational mining companies touting themselves as “Colombia’s economic growth engine” pressured the Colombian government for what they called “clarity” on popular consultations. What clarity meant to them was limits. The Colombian Minister of Mines responded by threatening sanctions against municipalities that used popular consultations to prohibit mining. In fall of 2018, the Constitutional Court reversed its 2016 ruling on popular consultations, ruling that popular consultations could not be used to block mining projects. The Colombian government plans to propose legislation intended to limit the situations in which prior consultation with indigenous and Afro-Colombian communities is required, and to prevent those communities from rejecting projects outright. This maneuver is directly contrary to the Universal Periodic Review advice, which recommended that Colombia “[c]ontinue strengthening the mechanisms for prior consultations with indigenous and Afro-descendent peoples, as well as popular consultations, in the light of the peace agreement.”

C. Dispossession Due to Mega-Projects and Industrial Agriculture

“This is not the peace we were looking for. This is not peace for us. This is the peace so they can keep being aggressive with us. Taking
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our territory our land in a different way. These megaprojects coming to our land. They do not have us in their consideration.”

With the peace process has come a slew of mega-projects slated for Afro-Colombian territory. These mega-projects, which are typically partnerships between the Colombian government and international financing institutions or private international capital, nominally support the peace process by creating pathways to re-employ and re-integrate ex-combatants into civilian life. The government touts its development plans for the Pacific Coast, claiming that the area is “backward” and that collective land ownership has been “holding the region back.” This framing pits government policy directly against the aspirations of the Afro-Colombian community. Moreover, as the Constitutional Court recognized, these mega-projects are a direct cause of Afro-Colombian forced displacement, and have interfered with the collective titling of traditional lands. Opposition to development projects has put many Afro-Colombian leaders in jeopardy, and led to threats, harassment, and murder. The Constitutional Court recognized that “the goal of violence is to get people out of their land and therefore create space for megaprojects.”

For example, in 2001, the Colombian government identified palm oil as a priority economic sector, providing price supports, subsidies, tax exemptions and other incentives to the industry. These policies led to extreme concentration in land ownership. Indeed, Colombia has the most unequal distribution of land ownership in Latin America.
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country’s productive land. The growth of these large-scale plantations occurred through land grabbing—social displacement, violence and illegal land appropriation—across the Afro-Colombian regions of Chocó and the Caribbean Coast. Forced displacement allowed land consolidation. The number of farms larger than 5000 hectares increased exponentially, which in turn facilitated the growth of Colombia’s palm oil and sugar cane industry, which expanded at a remarkable rate. The UN Committee to Eliminate Racial Discrimination expressed concern about “fraudulent
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acquisition” and “occupation” of Afro-Colombian lands for palm plantations. 180

The port-related mega-projects in Buenaventura pose similar threats to the Afro-Colombian population. 181 Buenaventura, the largest port in Colombia’s Pacific region, is overwhelmingly Afro-Colombian. 182 The official government narrative about Buenaventura is one of progress and development—with economic growth spurred by port infrastructure expansion bringing prosperity by weaving Colombia more fully into the global economy. Unfortunately, a parallel narrative accompanies this official one—a narrative of inequality, displacement, forced disappearances, murder and sexual violence. 183 Even as the port brings in billions each year, the neighborhoods around it lack basic sanitation and running water. The recent history of Buenaventura has been a humanitarian tragedy, with systemic human rights abuses perpetrated against the Afro-Colombian population. 184

In 2009, the Constitutional Court found a pattern and practice of forced displacement and land grabbing in all the Afro-Colombian portions of Colombia related to palm oil cultivation and mega-projects. 185 Referencing Articles 2 and 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,186 Article 26 of the International Covenant of Social, Cultural, and Economic Rights, 187 Article 24 of the American Convention on Human Rights, and Colombia’s obligations under ILO Convention 169, 188 the Court found that the disproportionate
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displacement that Afro-Colombians were experiencing violated Colombia’s obligations under domestic and international law. 189

The court cited Buenaventura as an emblematic case of the massive and continuous violations of fundamental rights that Afro-Colombians were experiencing.190 As a remedy, the Court ordered the Colombian government to develop specific plans to ensure that Afro-Colombian communities were able to participate fully in decision-making about their territories.191 The Court also declared all land transfers associated with these mega-projects to be presumptively unlawful.

In response, Colombia enacted the Law on Victims and Land Restitution.192 This law was supposed to ensure that millions of unlawfully expropriated hectares were returned to peasants and Afro-Colombian and indigenous groups. However, the law was never fully implemented, and violence prevented Afro-Colombian communities from exercising their land rights.193 Many families were forced to flee and abandon their lands.194 The Colombian government failed to address the systemic forces of Afro-Colombian displacement identified in Auto 005.

The post-conflict era ushered in a new round of land grabbing.195 The political and economic incentives for development centered on global markets rather than on the needs of displaced communities.196 For example, in 2016, Colombia enacted Law 1776, which created rural social and economic development zones
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With the goal of internationalizing the economy, this law legalized the accumulation of land in the hands of large-scale agricultural products, undercutting pending land restitution claims filed by Afro-Colombian groups, peasants, and indigenous groups. This program, which favors large agro-industrial development projects, touts the availability of land and subsidies for large-scale agricultural projects to foreign investors. Critics claim that this program undermines the rights of rural communities, including Afro-Colombian communities.

And, violence against Afro-Colombian leaders opposed to mega-projects continues. In 2018, the Inter-American Commission found it necessary to renew precautionary measures that had been issued in favor of Afro-Colombian communities in Carmen del Darién and Riosucio, which had faced threats and violence designed to strip them of their territories for agro-industrial projects, extensive livestock farming or extraction of natural resources.

**CONCLUSION**

Currently, existing domestic and international law obligations require that the Colombian government take steps to end land grabbing in Afro-Colombian territories. To do this successfully, Colombia needs to reassess how it considers Afro-Colombian land rights in its development planning. Afro-Colombian communities are rights holders who need to be at the table when development plans are made. The UN Peasant Declaration can help Colombia make this a reality. By aligning state policy with the principles set out in the Peasant Declaration, Colombia can breathe life into the land rights
guarantees that already exist under Colombian law and can develop new legal tools to combat land grabbing.

For example, the Peasant Declaration recognizes that peasants and other people living in rural areas have individual and collective rights to land. It directs states to provide legal recognition for land tenure rights, “including customary land tenure rights not currently protected by law,” to protect legitimate tenure and to ensure that peasants and other people working in rural areas are not arbitrarily or unlawfully evicted and that their rights are not otherwise extinguished or infringed. Colombia could achieve this by implementing the Ombudsman Office’s recommendation that Colombia develop a comprehensive formal policy to fight against drug cultivation and illegal mining in collaboration with territorial entities.

The UN Peasant Declaration also recognizes that peasants and other people working in rural areas have the right to use the natural resources present in their communities, and the right to participate in the management of those resources. To that end, the declaration directs states to ensure that any exploitation of traditional lands is based on a social and environmental impact assessment, and good faith consultations with the affected communities. These peasant rights and state obligations encompass the fair and equitable sharing of benefits, “that have been established on mutually agreed terms between those exploiting the natural resources and the peasants or other people working in rural areas.” Colombia could achieve this by introducing legislation to revitalize the popular consultation process—restoring the power of communities to block unwanted or unwise development. By clarifying that Colombian law requires a stringent, binding consultation process, Colombia could build on the prescriptions of the Peasant Declaration, and the advice in the most recent Universal Periodic Review to guarantee Afro-Colombian communities their right to free, prior and informed consent. Such a
choice would be consistent with the Colombian constitution, with past constitutional jurisprudence, and with international law.

Colombia could also join the Regional Agreement on Access to Information, Public Participation, and Justice in Environmental Matters in Latin America and the Caribbean (Escazú Agreement).\textsuperscript{208} Even without formal ratification, Colombia could announce that the transparency, citizen participation, and environmental defender protection principles recognized in the Articles 7-9 of the Escazú Agreement coincide with existing Colombian law. Doing so would also respond to the guidance Colombia received in its most recent Universal Periodic Review about promoting participation by communities and ethnic minorities in decisions relating to development.

Finally, to permanently prevent land grabbing, Colombia should finally take steps to fully implement Act 70, and guarantee Afro-Colombian communities their collective territorial rights. Similarly, Colombia should develop a plan to dedicate adequate funding to implementing the Victims and Land Restitution Act. Doing so would give Colombia the opportunity to transform its development policies to recognize all parts of society, including Afro-Colombian communities as rights-holders and as legitimate participants in the management processes that affect their land.

In the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, Colombia joined the rest of the world in pledging that “no one will be left behind” on the path to development\textsuperscript{209} and of “reaching those furthest behind first.” In Colombia, that has to mean prioritizing the land rights of indigenous and Afro-Colombian people. As one PCN participant stated “At some point our territories will be violence free and will not be impacted by mining and mono-plantations and things like that. Women will then become caretakers of life. I think that is where we can start.”\textsuperscript{210} Colombia can get there, but only if it takes concrete steps to bring this resilient vision of the possible future into being.
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